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Theory and Application of Special Functions
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-workshop proceedings of the 6th International Workshop on Theory and
Applications of Graph Transformations held in Paderborn, Germany, in November 1998. The 33 revised full papers
presented in the book were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 55 papers presented at the meeting. The book
addresses all current aspects in the area. The papers are organized in sections on graph languages, graph theory,
categorical approaches, concurrency and distribution, artificial intelligence, visual languages, specification concepts,
modularity and refinement, and software engineering.

Optimization Theory with Applications
Paper Microfluidics
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Written with the practicing psychotherapist in mind, this invaluable book presents cutting-edge knowledge on adult
attachment and explores the implications for day-to-day clinical practice. Leading experts illustrate how theory and
research in this dynamic area can inform assessment, case formulation, and clinical decision making. The book puts such
concepts as the secure base, mentalization, and attachment styles in a new light by focusing on their utility for
understanding the therapeutic relationship and processes of change. It offers recommendations for incorporating
attachment ideas and tools into specific treatment approaches, with separate chapters on psychoanalytic, interpersonal,
cognitive-behavioral, and emotionally focused therapies.

Recent Advances in Operator Theory and Applications
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the First International Workshop on the Theory and
Applications of Formal Argumentation, TAFA 2011, held in Barcelona, Spain, in Juli 2011, as a workshop at IJCAI 2011, the
22nd International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence. The 9 revised full papers presented together with 8 revised
poster papers were carefully selected during two rounds of reviewing and improvement from 32 initial submissions. The
workshop promotes and fosters uptake of argumentation as a viable AI paradigm with wide ranging application, and
provides a forum for further development of ideas and the initiation of new and innovative collaborations. The papers cover
the following topics: properties of formal models of argumentation; instantiations of abstract argumentation frameworks;
relationships among different argumentation frameworks; practical applications of formal models of argumentation;
argumentation and other artificial intelligence techniques; evaluation of formal models of argumentation; validation and
evaluation of applications of argumentation.

Application and Theory of Petri Nets 2000
This volume contains a selection of contributions that were presented at the Modeling and Optimization: Theory and
Applications Conference (MOPTA) held at Lehigh University in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, USA on July 30-August 1, 2012. The
conference brought together a diverse group of researchers and practitioners, working on both theoretical and practical
aspects of continuous or discrete optimization. Topics presented included algorithms for solving convex, network, mixedinteger, nonlinear, and global optimization problems, and addressed the application of optimization techniques in finance,
logistics, health, and other important fields. The contributions contained in this volume represent a sample of these topics
and applications and illustrate the broad diversity of ideas discussed at the meeting.

Application and Theory of Petri Nets
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This volume consists of the proceedings of the 29th International Conference on Applications and Theory of Petri Nets and
Other Models of Concurrency (PETRI NETS 2008). The Petri Net conferences serve as annual meeting places to discuss the
progress in the ?eld of Petri nets and related models of conc- rency. They provide a forum for researchers to present and
discuss both app- cations and theoretical developments in this area. Novel tools and substantial enhancements to existing
tools can also be presented. In addition, the conf- ences always welcome a range of invited talks that survey related
domains, as well as satellite events such as tutorials and workshops. The 2008 conference had six invited speakers, two
advanced tutorials, and four workshops. Detailed information about PETRI NETS 2008 and the related events can be found
at http://ictt. xidian. edu. cn/atpn-acsd2008. The PETRI NETS 2008 conference was organized by the Institute of C- puting
Theory andTechnologyat Xidian University,Xi'an, China, where it took place during June 23-27, 2008. We would like to
express our deep thanks to the Organizing Committee, chaired by Zhenhua Duan, for the time and e?ort - vested in the
conference and for all the help with local organization. We are also grateful for the ?nancial support of the National Natural
Science Foundation of China (NSFC) (Grant No. 60433010), Xidian University, and the Institute of Computing Theory and
Technology at Xidian University.

Modeling and Optimization: Theory and Applications
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 6th Congress of the Italian Association for
Artificial Intelligence, AI*IA 99, held in Bologna, Italy, in September 1999. The 33 revised full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book from a total of 64 congress submissions. The papers are organized
in topical sections on knowledge representation; automated reasoning; temporal and qualitative reasoning; machine
learning, data mining, and theory revision; natural language processing and web interfaces; multi-agent systems;
perception and robotics; and planning and scheduling.

Transactions
Valuation Theory and Its Applications
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 18th International Conference on the Application and Theory of Petri
Nets, ICATPN'97, held in Toulouse, France, in June 1997. The 22 revised full papers presented in the volume were selected
from a total of 61 submissions; also included are three invited contributions. All relevant topics in the area are addressed.
Besides a variety of Petri net classes, workflow management, telecommunication networking, constraint satisfaction,
program semantics, concurrency, and temporal logic are among the topics addressed.
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Application and Theory of Petri Nets and Concurrency
This volume provides an overview of the recent advances in the field of paper microfluidics, whose innumerable research
domains have stimulated considerable efforts to the development of rapid, cost-effective and simplified point-of-care
diagnostic systems. The book is divided into three parts viz. theoretical background of paper microfluidics, fabrication
techniques for paper-based devices, and broad applications. Each chapter of the book is self-explanatory and focuses on a
specific topic and its relation to paper microfluidics and starts with a brief description of the topic’s physical background,
essential definitions, and a short story of the recent progress in the relevant field. The book also covers the future outlook,
remaining challenges, and emerging opportunities. This book shall be a tremendous up-to-date resource for researchers
working in the area globally.

Theoretical Advances and Applications of Fuzzy Logic and Soft Computing
Theory and Application of Special Functions contains the proceedings of the Advanced Seminar on Special Functions
sponsored by the Mathematics Research Center of the University of Wisconsin-Madison and held from March 31 to April 2,
1975. The seminar tackled the theory and application of special functions and covered topics ranging from the asymptotic
estimation of special functions to association schemes and coding theory. Some interesting results, conjectures, and
problems are given. Comprised of 13 chapters, this book begins with a survey of computational methods in special
functions, followed by a discussion on unsolved problems in the asymptotic estimation of special functions. The reader is
then introduced to periodic Bernoulli numbers, summation formulas, and applications; problems and prospects for basic
hypergeometric functions; and linear growth models with many types and multidimensional Hahn polynomials. Subsequent
chapters explore two-variable analogues of the classical orthogonal polynomials; special functions of matrix and single
argument in statistics; and some properties of the determinants of orthogonal polynomials. This monograph is intended
primarily for students and practitioners of mathematics.

Application and Theory of Petri Nets 1993
This volume includes extended and revised versions of a set of selected papers from the 2011 2nd International Conference
on Education and Educational Technology (EET 2011) held in Chengdu, China, October 1-2, 2011. The mission of EET 2011
Volume 2 is to provide a forum for researchers, educators, engineers, and government officials involved in the general
areas of education management, education theory and education application to disseminate their latest research results
and exchange views on the future research directions of these fields. 133 related topic papers were selected into this
volume. All the papers were reviewed by 2 program committee members and selected by the volume editor Prof. Yuanzhi
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Wang, from Intelligent Information Technology Application Research Association, Hong Kong. The conference will bring
together leading researchers, engineers and scientists in the domain of interest. We hope every participant can have a
good opportunity to exchange their research ideas and results and to discuss the state of the art in the areas of the
education management, education theory and education application.

Theory and Application of Satisfiability Testing
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 34th International Conference on Applications and Theory of Petri
Nets and Concurrency, PETRI NETS 2013, held in Milan, Italy, in June 2013. The 18 regular papers and 2 tool papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 56 submissions. The book also contains 2 invited talks. All current
issues on research and development in the area of Petri nets and related models of concurrent systems are addressed.

Proceedings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
This volume contains the proceedings of the 14th International Conference onApplication and Theory of Petri Nets. The aim
of the Petri net conferences is to create a forum for discussing progress in the application and theory of Petri nets. Typically,
the conferences have 150-200 participants, one third of whom come from industry, while the rest are from universities and
research institutes. The volume includes three invited papers, "Modeling and enactment of workflow systems" (C.A. Ellis,
G.J. Nutt), "Interleaving functional and performance structural analysis of net models" (M. Silva), and "FSPNs: fluid
stochastic Petri nets" (K.S. Trivedi, V.G. Kulkarni), together with 26 full papers (selected from 102 submissions) and 6
project papers.

Application and Theory of Petri Nets 1997
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 38th International Conference on Application and Theory of Petri Nets and
Concurrency, PETRI NETS 2017, held in Zaragoza, Spain, in June 2017. Petri Nets 2017 is co-located with the Application of
Concurrency to System Design Conference, ACSD 2017. The 16 papers,. 9 theory papers, 4 application papers, and 3 tool
papers, with 1 short abstract and 3 extended abstracts of invited talks presented together in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 33 submissions. The focus of the conference is on following topics: Simulation of Colored Petri
Nets, Petri Net Tools.- Model Checking, Liveness and Opacity, Stochastic Petri Nets, Specific Net Classes, and Petri Nets for
Pathways.

Applications and Theory of Petri Nets
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This book is dedicated to Sergei Mikhailovich Nikolskii on the occasion of his eighty-fifth birthday. The collection contains
new results on the following topics: approximation of functions, imbedding theory, interpolation of function spaces,
convergence of series in trigonometric and general orthogonal systems, quasilinear elliptic problems, spectral theory of
nonselfadjoint operators, asymptotic properties of pseudodifferential operators, and methods of approximate solution of
Laplace's equation.

Twelve Papers on Number Theory and Function Theory
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Theory and Applications of
Satisfiability Testing, SAT 2011, held in Ann Arbor, MI, USA in June 2011. The 25 revised full papers presented together with
abstracts of 2 invited talks and 10 poster papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 57 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections on complexity analysis, binary decision diagrams, theoretical analysis, extraction of minimal
unsatisfiable subsets, SAT algorithms, quantified Boolean formulae, model enumeration and local search, and empirical
evaluation.

Analysis and Design of Intelligent Systems Using Soft Computing Techniques
The refereed proceedings of the 24th International Conference on Applications and Theory of Petri Nets, ICATPN 2003, held
in Eindhoven, The Netherlands, in June 2003. The 25 revised full papers presented together with 6 invited contributions
were carefully reviewed and selected from 77 submissions. All current issues on research and development in the area of
Petri nets are addressed, in particular concurrent systems design and analysis, model checking, networking, business
process modeling, formal methods in software engineering, agent systems, systems specification, systems validation,
discrete event systems, protocols, and prototyping.

Applications and Theory of Petri Nets
This book contains 31 papers carefully selected from among those presented at the 7th Scandinavian Conference on Image
Analysis. The authors have extended their papers to give a more in-depth discussion of the theory, or of the experimental
validation of the method they have proposed. The topics covered are current and wide-ranging and include both 2D- and 3Dvision, and low to high level vision.

Applications of Group Theory to Combinatorics
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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 32nd International Conference on Applications and Theory of Petri
Nets and Other Models of Concurrency, PETRI NETS 2011, held in Newcastle, UK, in June 2011. The 13 regular papers and 4
tool papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 49 submissions. The book also contains 3 full paper length
invited talks. All current issues on research and development in the area of Petri nets and related models of concurrent
systems are addressed.

Theory and Applications of Formal Argumentation
The purpose of this book is to present cohesive, introductory information, drawn from the disciplines of speech
communication, interpersonal communication, and nursing. It is proposed by the author to establish a benchmark of holistic
and humanizing theoretical orientation for interpersonal communication between nurses, clients and others which is
appropriate in all areas of nursing practice, education and research.

Theory and Applications of Differentiable Functions of Several Variables
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 33rd International Conference on Applications and Theory of Petri
Nets and Concurrency, PETRI NETS 2012, held in Hamburg, Germany, in June 2012. The 18 regular papers and 3 tool papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 55 submissions. The book also contains 2 invited talks. All current
issues on research and development in the area of Petri nets and related models of concurrent systems are addressed.

Transactions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
Broad-spectrum approach to important topic. Explores the classic theory of minima and maxima, classical calculus of
variations, simplex technique and linear programming, optimality and dynamic programming, more. 1969 edition.

Theory and Applications of Satisfiability Testing - SAT 2006
This book comprises a selection of papers on new methods for analysis and design of hybrid intelligent systems using soft
computing techniques from the IFSA 2007 World Congress, held in Cancun, Mexico, June 2007.

Grammatical Inference: Theoretical Results and Applications
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 23rd International Conference on Application and Theory of Petri Nets,
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ICATPN 2002, held in Adelaide, Australia, in June 2002. The 18 regular papers and one tool presentation presented together
with six invited paper were carefully reviewed and selected from 45 submissions. All current issues on research and
development of Petri nets are addressed, in particular concurrent systems analysis, model validation, business process
management, reactive systems, workflow processes, wireless transaction protocols.

Theory and Application of Graph Transformations
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 20th International Conference on Application and Theory of Petri Nets,
ICATPN'99, held in Williamsburg, Virginia, USA, in June 1999. The 21 revised full papers presented were carefully selected
from 45 submissions. Also included are three invited presentations. The book presents state-of-the-art research results on
all current aspects of Petri nets as well as advanced applications in a variety of areas.

Applications and Theory of Petri Nets 2004
This book brings together papers of well-known specialists in game theory and adjacent problems. It presents the basic
results in dynamic games, stochastic games, applications of game theoretical methods in ecology and economics and
methodological aspects of game theory.

Applications and Theory of Petri Nets 2005
Humanism, Nursing, Communication and Holistic Care: a Position Paper
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Application and Theory of Petri Nets, held in
Torino, Italy in June 1995 The 26 revised refereed papers presented were selected from 73 submissions from 22 countries;
in addition there are abstracts or full papers of the three invited talks. All theoretical and applicational aspects are
addressed by the contributors coming from industry and academia. This volume representatively documents the progress
achieved in this application-oriented area of research and development since the predecessor conference held one year
earlier.

Application and Theory of Petri Nets 2002
This volume contains the papers presented at the 9th International Conference on Theory and Applications of Satis'ability
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Testing (SAT 2006). The International Conference on Theory and Applications of Satis'ability Testing is the primary annual
meeting for researchersstudying the propositional satis'ability problem (SAT). SAT 2006 was part of FLoC 2006, the fourth Ferated Logic Conference, which hosted, in addition to SAT, LICS, RTA, CAV, ICLP and IJCAR. SAT 2005 was held in St.
Andrews, Scotland, and SAT 2004 in Vancouver, BC, Canada. This time SAT featured the SAT Race in spirit of the SAT
Competitions, the ?rst competitive QBF Evaluation, an Evaluation of PseudoBooleanSolversandtheWorkshoponSatis'abilitySolversandProgram Veri'cation (SSPV). Many hard combinatorial problems
can be formulated as Boolean Satis- bility (SAT) problems. In fact, given the tremendous advances in the state of the art of
SAT solvers in the last decade, many real-world applications are now being encoded as SAT problems. For example, many
practical veri'cation pr- lems can be rephrased as SAT problems. This applies to veri'cation problems in hardwareand
software. SAT is therefore becoming one of the most important core technologies to verify secure and dependable systems:
Improvements in the theoretical and practical aspects of SAT will consequently apply to a range of real-world problems.

Attachment Theory and Research in Clinical Work with Adults
The Theory of Constraints (TOC) has spread as a leading managerial philosophy during the last two decades. TOC is
successfully implemented in thousands of companies and organizations, large and small, throughout the globe. It has been
implemented in the areas of production, logistics, distribution, project management, research and development and sales
and marketing. Implementation span across a multitude of sectors in all industries: the private and public sectors, flow
manufacturing as well as job shop operations, start up companies as well as corporate America, for profit and not-for-profit
organizations. Implemented properly, TOC leads to significant results in a relatively short time. However, contrary to the
vast application of TOC in practice, TOC research published in refereed academic journals is lagging behind. TOC should be
proven as a continuity of previous research rather than a stand alone new concept. TOC practitioners should seek for
academic examination for the validity of the tools and the understanding of the implementation process. This book serves
as a platform for TOC research and closes the gap between TOC and the academic world.

Education Management, Education Theory and Education Application
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 31st International Conference on Applications and Theory of Petri
Nets and Other Models of Concurrency, PETRI NETS 2010, held in Braga, Portugal, in June 2010. The 16 revised papers
classified as theory papers (10), application papers (2), and tool papers (4) were carefully reviewed and selected from 50
submissions. All current issues on research and development in the area of Petri nets and related models of concurrent
systems are addressed, novel tools as well as substantial enhancements to existing tools are presented.
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Applications and Theory of Petri Nets 2003
Contains the proceedings of the International Workshop on Operator Theory and Applications (IWOTA 2006) held at Seoul
National University, Seoul, Korea, from July 31 to August 3, 2006. This volume contains sixteen research papers which
reflect developments in operator theory and applications.

Theory & Applications of Image Analysis
Applications of Group Theory to Combinatorics contains 11 survey papers from international experts in combinatorics,
group theory and combinatorial topology. The contributions cover topics from quite a diverse spectrum, such as design
theory, Belyi functions, group theory, transitive graphs, regular maps, and Hurwitz problems, and present the state

Application and Theory of Petri Nets and Concurrency
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 25th International Conference on Applications and Theory of Petri
Nets, ICATPN 2004, held in Bologna, Italy in June 2004. The 19 revised full regular papers and 5 revised tool presentation
papers presented together with 6 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 62 submissions. All current
issues on research and development in the area of Petri nets are addressed, in particular concurrent systems design and
analysis, modular systems development, formal specification, model validation, model checking, workflow management,
flow charts, networking, formal methods in software engineering, etc.

The Theory of Constraints
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 26th International Conference on Applications and Theory of Petri
Nets, ICATPN 2005, held in Miami, USA in June 2005. The 20 revised full regular papers and 3 revised tool presentation
papers presented together with 4 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 69 submissions. All current
issues on research and development in the area of Petri nets are addressed, in particular concurrent systems design and
analysis, modular systems development, formal specification, model validation, model checking, workflow management,
flow charts, networking, formal methods in software engineering, etc.

Application and Theory of Petri Nets 1999
This book is the first of two proceedings volumes stemming from the International Conference and Workshop on Valuation
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Theory held at the University of Saskatchewan (Saskatoon, SK, Canada). Valuation theory arose in the early part of the
twentieth century in connection with number theory and has many important applications to geometry and analysis: the
classical application to the study of algebraic curves and to Dedekind and Prufer domains; the close connection to the
famousresolution of the singularities problem; the study of the absolute Galois group of a field; the connection between
ordering, valuations, and quadratic forms over a formally real field; the application to real algebraic geometry; the study of
noncommutative rings; etc. The special feature of this book isits focus on current applications of valuation theory to this
broad range of topics. Also included is a paper on the history of valuation theory. The book is suitable for graduate students
and research mathematicians working in algebra, algebraic geometry, number theory, and mathematical logic.

Game Theory and Applications
This book comprises a selection of papers on theoretical advances and applications of fuzzy logic and soft computing from
the IFSA 2007 World Congress, held in Cancun, Mexico, June 2007. These papers constitute an important contribution to the
theory and applications of fuzzy logic and soft computing methodologies.

Application and Theory of Petri Nets
Application and Theory of Petri Nets 1995
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th International Colloquium on Grammatical Inference, ICGI 2010,
held in Valencia, Spain, in September 2010. The 18 revised full papers and 14 revised short papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The topics of the papers presented vary from theoretical results about
the learning of different formal language classes (regular, context-free, context-sensitive, etc.) to application papers on
bioinformatics, language modelling or software engineering. Furthermore there are two invited papers on the topics
grammatical inference and games and molecules, languages, and automata.
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